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Happy tower montessori

We offer innovative, safe and affordable products that encourage your children to play, create and discover the world in which they live. We exist to support the learning journey through the game. Our products are designed and tested here in Australia, and we pride ourselves on our customer service and
attention to detail. Our beautiful, thin learning towers are specifically designed to enhance your child's quest for independence. Step back and watch your child learn to climb up and wash his hands. Or revel in being able to cook safely with your child standing happily by his side. Our towers arrive pre-
sealed, which means no sanding, painting or varnishing is required. They are easy to assemble and light enough to move around the house, which means you can use them in the kitchen, bathroom or even in the garden. Worried about your young child slipping off a stool or chair? We've got you covered:
our towers even undergo safety testing according to UA/NZ safety standards. Our job is to focus on the details, so you can focus on quality time with your family. See the Range At My Happy Helpers, our range of Montessori-inspired toys makes it easy to support your child using self-directed activities,
hands-on learning, and collaborative gaming opportunities. We've harvested the best collection of Montessori toys and educational toys for kids to help you easily combine the traditional Montessori approach with your modern lifestyle. We provide the resources, so you can develop your kids learning
through the game. Learn more Our range of Steiner toys and Waldorf toys eliminates the complexity of the environment and simply encourages you to play, create and discover the beautiful world as your child sees it. Let us help you create a magical, interactive and supportive home environment that
allows and encourages your child to become the best versions of themselves. Learn more inspire and encourage your child with the My Happy Helpers range of Educational Toys Sunbathe: 4 super fun outdoor activities for kids The outdoor game can be as big or as simple and easy as you want. The
important thing is just to have fun! Always look for activities that capture your child's imagination while playing. Read more about fun outdoor activities for parents and children on our latest blog. Sep 20, 2020 My Happy Helpers Jul 17, 2020 My Happy Helpers ✔ Happy Tower The greatest help for Mom's
Little Helper! Designed on the basis of the basic principle of Montessori pedagogy to develop a child's independence and participation in everyday tasks. Children will appreciate the opportunity to participate in preparing meals or getting to the sink to wash dishes in a comfortable and safe way! Children
are the gift for your baby!✔ STANDING TOWER - The child's standing tower that allows toddlers to be big kids! The HAPPY TOWER stand tower contains style, safety and durability!✔ DURABLE BUILD: and a stable design carries your counter-restriction to participate in cooking, cleaning, handicrafts or
other practical activities; Made with high quality Baltic plywood.✔ TO ENCOURAGE your kids: Young children love to help and be right about growing gives an increase in the kitchen place, and this is the safest way to make it happen! The four-sided railing with the 2 steps to facilitate climbing helps
young children climb up and out of a HAPPY TOWER to build confidence and independence.✔ QUALITY CONSTRUCTION: Happy TOWER has been designed with the guiding principles of hands-on learning in mind, bringing children up to the task to encourage exploration , independence and
interaction with older parents and siblings. Active standing stool learning tower is made of high quality fine wood. Plywood is also a safe and environmentally friendly material, evidenced by the following certificates: CE, PEFSC and FSC.✔ HAPPY TOWER is delivered in a disassembled state. The
assembly manual shall be fixed and the screwdriver included. The multifunctional step stool... Our HAPPY TOWER can easily be transformed into a table and chair to enjoy meals or play games. The multifunctional step stool combines two necessary pieces of children's furniture into one. Of course, you
always have to make sure that the furniture locks down before using Happy Tower as a tower, and the child should always be under the supervision of an adult. If the furniture latches are locked, you can use the item as a tower and make sure the top will remain locked. Christinaum on December 23, 2020
5 out of 5 stars Really happy and high quality product. Shipping was super fast. My kids love it. There are no results for the standing tower for the child, the tower with the slate, the happy tower, the auxiliary kitchen tower, the Montessori auxiliary tower. Standing Tower Slate See the 30 children's slate
standing results See all 219 results Visit the help section or contact us
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